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Party Primaries in Comparative Perspective Routledge Primary elections for choosing party leaders and candidates are now
becoming commonplace in Europe, Asia and America but questions as to how much they hinder a party’s organizational strength and
cohesion or aﬀect electoral performance have largely been ignored outside of the USA. Party Primaries in Comparative Perspective
gives a much-needed conceptualization to this topic, describing the function and nature of primary elections and providing a
comparative analytical framework to the impact of primaries on the internal and external functioning of political parties. Elaborating
on the analytical tools developed to study the US experience this framework engages with primary elections in Europe and Asia
oﬀering a theoretical, comparative and empirical account of the emergence of party primaries and an invaluable guide to internal
electoral processes and their impact. Promise and Challenge of Party Primary Elections A Comparative Perspective McGillQueen's Press - MQUP While primary elections are most often associated with presidential candidates in the United States, similar
methods for selecting party leaders and candidates are becoming increasingly common in parliamentary democracies around the
world. The Promise and Challenge of Party Primary Elections introduces the ﬁrst comprehensive examination of both the concept and
the practice of primary elections outside of the United States. By oﬀering a clear deﬁnition of primary elections and examples of their
types, the authors deliver the tools needed for comparative analysis within and across diverse party systems. Focusing their attention
on Canada and Israel - two early adopters of primary elections - the authors unveil the most pressing challenges of conducting internal
elections, including questions of ﬁnancing, monitoring and oversight, and the recruitment of new party members. At the same time,
the book highlights the democratic beneﬁts of primaries through direct and widespread participation in internal party decision making.
Drawing upon the experience of parties with a long history of primary elections, The Promise and Challenge of Party Primary Elections
oﬀers valuable lessons and insights for parties around the world in search of more open and inclusive democratic practices.
Routledge Handbook of Primary Elections Routledge Primary elections have been used for the past century for most U.S. elective
oﬃces and their popularity is growing in other nations as well. In some circumstances, primaries ensure that citizens have a say in
elections and test the skills of candidates before they get to the general election. Yet primaries are often criticized for increasing the
cost of elections, for producing ideologically extreme candidates, and for denying voters the opportunity to choose candidates whose
appeal transcends partisanship. Few such arguments have, however, been rigorously tested. This innovative Handbook evaluates
many of the claims, positive and negative, that have been made about primaries. It is organized into six sections, covering the origins
of primary elections; primary voters; US presidential primaries; US subpresidential primaries; primaries in other parts of the world; and
reform proposals. The Routledge Handbook of Primary Elections is an important research tool for scholars, a resource guide for
students, and a source of ideas for those who seek to modify the electoral process. New Paths for Selecting Political Elites
Investigating the impact of inclusive Candidate and Party Leader Selection Methods Routledge This book provides a crosscountry study of the consequences of the expansion of intra-party democracy, the trend towards more inclusive methods of selection
for party candidates and leaders, and the impact of these on political elites in terms of sociopolitical proﬁle and patterns of careers. It
explores the link between political organizations and political elites, by studying the role of parties in parliamentary and political
selection and its impact on the political leadership appointed. Putting an emphasis on primary elections, it analyses the party elites
that emerge from those selection processes and those democratized organizational settings. It focuses not only on the analysis of the
processes through which party elites are selected and the consequences at the level of the party but also at the level of party elites
themselves, i.e. what impact party primaries have on the characteristics parties’ candidates and leaders. The book oﬀers a
theoretical, comparative, and empirical account of the internal electoral processes of parties and their impact on political recruitment.
This book will be of key interest to scholars and students of political elites, political parties and party systems, electoral politics,
democracy, populism, and leadership, and more broadly to comparative politics. Provincial Battles, National Prize? Elections in a
Federal State McGill-Queen's Press - MQUP In parliamentary systems like Canada, voters directly contribute to the election outcome
only in their own riding. However, the focus of election campaigns is often national, emphasizing the leader rather than the local
candidate, and national rather than regional polls. This suggests that elections are national contests, but election outcomes clearly
demonstrate that support for parties varies strongly by province. Focusing on the 2015 Canadian election campaigns in British
Columbia, Ontario, and Quebec, three large provinces with diﬀerent subnational party systems, Provincial Battles, National Prize?
evaluates whether we should understand elections in Canada as national wars or individual provincial clashes. The authors draw upon
voter and candidate surveys, party campaign behaviour, and media coverage of the election to document how political parties vary
their messages and strategies across provinces, how the media communicate and frame those messages, and how voters ultimately
respond. The study shows that provincial variations in party support reﬂect diﬀerences in voters' political preferences rather than
diﬀerences in party messages or media coverage. A novel and comprehensive study, Provincial Battles, National Prize? is the ﬁrst and
only thorough treatment of the party, media, and voter aspects of a federal election campaign through a subnational lens. Citizens,
Context, and Choice How Context Shapes Citizens' Electoral Choices Oxford University Press How do institutions and electoral
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systems matter for citizens' electoral choices? This is the ﬁrst systematic study that attempts to answer this question for
contemporary democracies. The book assembles leading electoral researchers to examine citizen choice in over 30 democracies
surveyed by the Comparative Study of Electoral Systems. Democracy at the Polls A Comparative Study of Competitive
National Elections Washington, D.C. : American Enterprise Institute for Public Policy Research Party Primaries in Comparative
Perspective Routledge Primary elections for choosing party leaders and candidates are now becoming commonplace in Europe, Asia
and America but questions as to how much they hinder a party’s organizational strength and cohesion or aﬀect electoral performance
have largely been ignored outside of the USA. Party Primaries in Comparative Perspective gives a much-needed conceptualization to
this topic, describing the function and nature of primary elections and providing a comparative analytical framework to the impact of
primaries on the internal and external functioning of political parties. Elaborating on the analytical tools developed to study the US
experience this framework engages with primary elections in Europe and Asia oﬀering a theoretical, comparative and empirical
account of the emergence of party primaries and an invaluable guide to internal electoral processes and their impact. Campaigns
and Voters in Developing Democracies Argentina in Comparative Perspective Weiser Center for Emerging Dem The 2015
Argentine election shows how voting decisions vary across developing democracies Revitalizing Electoral Geography Routledge
Electoral Geography, the analysis of spatial patterns of voting, is undergoing a renaissance with new methodological advances,
theoretical shifts and changes in the political landscape. Integrating new conceptual approaches with a broad array of case studies
from the USA, Europe and Asia, this volume examines key questions in electoral geography: How has electoral geography changed
since the 1980s when the last wave of works in this sub discipline appeared? In what ways does contemporary scholarship in social
theory inform the analysis of elections and their spatial patterns? How has electoral geography been reconﬁgured by social and
technological changes and those that shape the voting process itself? How can the comparative analysis of elections inform the ﬁeld?
In addressing these issues, the volume moves electoral geography beyond its traditional, empiricist focus on the United States to
engage with contemporary theoretical developments and to outline the myriad theoretical, conceptual and methodological
perspectives and applications that together are ushering in electoral geography's revitalization. The result is a broader, comparative
analysis of how elections reﬂect and in turn shape social and spatial relations. Parties, Governments and Voters in Finland
Politics Under Fundamental Societal Transformation ECPR Press Finland's modern, technologically advanced welfare state is, in
fact, a fairly recent creation, because the social changes that led to it occurred in Finland much later than elsewhere in the West. Once
underway, however, such changes took place with unprecedented speed. This book is the story of what happens to parties,
governments and voters when the fundamental features that conditioned party formation and voter alignments undergo rapid change.
It is this that makes the Finnish case interesting and, as far as possible, this book examines Finland in a comparative perspective.
Karvonen's study is based on a wealth of new primary evidence. It demonstrates that Finland is indeed a special case in certain
respects, especially when it comes to the attenuation of ideological rivalry and the recurrent waves of populist protest. "This is an
outstanding analysis of the political and social history of Finland since it gained independence from Russia in 1917. Supported by
ample empirical data, Lauri Karvonen explains the 'late-but-rapid-syndrome' and why Finland, as a former part of Sweden and of
Russia, has been a special case in a comparative Nordic and European perspective." Stein Kuhnle, University of Bergen "There
remains a great deal of interest in the Nordic or Scandinavian political 'model' these days, but this interest usually focuses on Sweden
or, possibly, Norway and Denmark. The politics and policies of Finland, which in fact present a fascinating case for study, are too often
left out. This is due in good part to the absence of an up-to-date, comprehensive analysis of Finland. Fortunately, with the arrival of
Professor Karvonen's latest book, this is no longer the case. This excellent volume will be of great interest and use to both specialists
and comparativists and, indeed, to interested citizens." Henry Milner, University of Montreal Democracy and Institutional
Development Spain in Comparative Theoretical Perspective Springer This book analyzes Spanish political parties and
institutions in comparative theoretical perspective. Two primary themes are addressed: institutionalization and the distribution of
institutionalization in the polity, and the relationship between institutional design and representation . Local Parties In Political And
Organizational Perspective Routledge Analyzes relations between political party systems and local communities in the United
States, Canada, Great Britain, Germany, Italy, and other nations. This book addresses an almost completely neglected branch of
community politics: the comparative analysis of local political systems. Accordingly, Local Parties in Political and Organizational
Perspective opens new views to a variety of relations between political systems and local communities in the United States, Canada,
Great Britain, Italy, Germany, and other nations. The authors unite speciﬁc national case studies with an original theoretical
framework, resulting in an anthology with uncommon coherency. Theoretical generalizations are tested with cross-national data; each
case study, in turn, demonstrates a localized version of the larger framework, using speciﬁc historical political outcomes as examples.
This book addresses an almost completely neglected branch of community politics: the comparative analysis of local political systems.
Accordingly, Local Parties in Political and Organizational Perspective opens new views to a variety of relations between political
systems and local communities in the United States, Canada, Great Britain, Italy, Germany, and other nations. The authors unite
speciﬁc national case studies with an original theoretical framework, resulting in an anthology with uncommon coherency. Theoretical
generalizations are tested with cross-national data; each case study, in turn, demonstrates a localized version of the larger
framework, using speciﬁc historical political outcomes as examples. Local Parties in Political and Organizational Perspective argues
that local political parties should be understood as Janus-faced: components of nationally encompassing organizations on the one
hand, and speciﬁc actors in community politics on the other. As such, local parties necessarily act as the primary democratic
institutions that link ordinary citizens to local governmental institutions, and transitively to the national political system. By linking
ordinary citizens and the most basic local organizations with national politics, Local Parties in Political and Organizational Perspective
adds signiﬁcantly to the collective understanding of the nature and status of local parties in mature and developing democracies
Democracy and Elections Oxford University Press on Demand Providing empirical information on more electoral institutions in more
countries than has ever been available in one volume before, this impressive study addresses the relationship between four values of
democratic theory--popular sovereignty, liberalism, personal development, and community--and the electoral institutions used to
implement them. Electoral systems in Australia and Germany - a comparative study GRIN Verlag Essay from the year 2003 in
the subject Politics - International Politics - Region: Australia, New Zealand, grade: Distinction, Flinders University (Social Sciences),
course: Australian Politcs a comparative study, 14 entries in the bibliography, language: English, abstract: This essay aims to explain
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the diﬀerences between preferential and proportional systems of voting and the consequences of these systems in Australia. The
electoral system of Germany is examined in comparison. Why are electoral systems so important? Through elections, citizens of a
county can express their views and choose the government they wish to see in power. Therefore, the electoral system is one of the
signiﬁcant features of a democracy and a representative government. The political outcome of an election can vary greatly depending
on which of the diﬀerent types (and/or variations of each type) of systems is in eﬀect. Hence, the organisation of the political system
strongly depends on the electoral system.1 The impacts of electoral systems on the political and party system will be examined after
looking at the two systems of voting used in Australia at the Commonwealth/ Federal level: the preferential voting system and the
system of proportional representation. Preferential voting in single-member seats is used for elections for the House of
Representatives and is also often referred to as Alternative Vote.2 A distinctive feature of this voting system is that the winning
candidate needs to receive an absolute majority of the primary vote, in other words 50% plus one. Alternatively, the candidate can
win the election by securing an absolute majority after the distribution of preferences. 3 Under a system of full preferential voting,
electors must indicate a preference for all candidates listed on the ballot paper. Voters show their ﬁrst preference by giving the
number “1” to their preferred candidate. They then rank all other candidates by distributing the remaining numbers in descending
order from 2 to X (X = the number of candidates taking part in the election). In the ﬁrst round of counting votes, the numbers of
primary votes are registered. [...] 1 David W. Lovell et al., The Australian Political System, (2nd edition), Longman, South Melbourne,
1998, p. 269. 2 Ben Reilly, ‘The Alternative Vote in Australia’, 6 March 1999, Electoral Systems, Administration and Cost of Elections
Project, , consulted 2 June 2003 The Green Challenge The Development of Green Parties in Europe Routledge The Green
Challenge is an up-to-date comparative analysis of the rise, development and varying electoral successes of Green parties in western,
southern and central Europe. It provides a common comparative perspective and contextual setting through which the very diﬀerent
fortunes of individual Green parties operating in diﬀerent national circumstances can be analysed. By using a comparative thematic
perspective rather than a pre-ordained theory, The Green Challenge not only points out the deﬁciencies of existing theoretical studies
but illuminates the primary factors which have helped to make the rise of political ecology such an important development in
contemporary Europe. Its conceptual unity and coherent approach make it essential reading not only for students of Green politics but
for Green activists and anyone interested in the rise of political ecology. A Uniﬁed Theory of Party Competition A Cross-National
Analysis Integrating Spatial and Behavioral Factors Cambridge University Press This book integrates spatial and behavioral
perspectives - in a word, those of the Rochester and Michigan schools - into a uniﬁed theory of voter choice and party strategy. The
theory encompasses both policy and non-policy factors, eﬀects of turnout, voter discounting of party promises, expectations of
coalition governments, and party motivations based on policy as well as oﬃce. Optimal (Nash equilibrium) strategies are determined
for alternative models for presidential elections in the US and France, and for parliamentary elections in Britain and Norway. These
polities cover a wide range of electoral rules, number of major parties, and governmental structures. The analyses suggest that the
more competitive parties generally take policy positions that come close to maximizing their electoral support, and that these votemaximizing positions correlate strongly with the mean policy positions of their supporters. Political Leaders and Democratic
Elections Oxford University Press Based on extensive data sets from national election studies in nine major democracies, this book
brings together leading experts to assess the impact of political leaders on voting patterns. This is the ﬁrst major book-length
treatment of the importance of leaders' personality on the outcome of democratic elections. Gendered Electoral Financing Money,
Power and Representation in Comparative Perspective Routledge Illustrated by in-depth empirical research from six country
studies, Gendered Electoral Financing: Money, Power and Representation in Comparative Perspective is the ﬁrst cross-regional
examination of the nexus between money, gender and political recruitment across the world. Money is assumingly one of the greatest
barriers to women in the political recruitment process. The ﬁnancial disadvantage of women is expected to constitute an obstacle for
women’s entry into politics everywhere and especially in developing countries where women’s socio-economic status is
disproportionately low relative to men’s. This line of reasoning has caused a global upswing in both candidate- and party-directed
ﬁnancial schemes introduced to enhance gender balance in political oﬃce. This book develops a typology of diﬀerent kinds of
gendered electoral ﬁnancing schemes and builds theories about its causes and consequences. By comparing how gendered electoral
ﬁnancing aﬀects political recruitment processes in both established and emerging democracies, the authors identify whether and how
the funding mechanisms incentivize a shift in political behavior. Gendered Electoral Financing is a timely, informative and well-written
book that does an excellent job of explaining, in language accessible to students and researchers alike, the cost of elections, gender
imbalance in political oﬃce and the eﬀects of ﬁnancial incentive mechanisms to increase women’s representation in politics.
American Government in Comparative Perspective New York : New Viewpoints American Exceptionalism Revisited US
Political Development in Comparative Perspective Springer American Exceptionalism Revisited provides a broad overview of the
various features that signify American politics. These include the upholding of an exceptional political stability, involving a particular
balance between legislative, executive and judicial powers, and the permanence of a unique party system. Furthermore, special traits
in the electoral realm?e.g., voter turnout, the inﬂow of money, and the application of primaries?are targets of analysis. Through
comparisons with conditions applying abroad, particularly in Europe and Latin America, Axel Hadenius reveals a number of new
insights on American political life, both today and over time Populism, Nativism, and Economic Uncertainty Playing the Blame
Game in the 2017 British, French, and German Elections Springer This project oﬀers an in-depth look at the three 2017
elections held in Western Europe: France, Germany, and the UK. With events like Brexit and a general rise in right-wing populism
across highly industrialized nations, understanding the underlying causes of increasingly extreme electoral behavior is both valuable
and prescient. A highly theoretically-focused and current project, it provides a consistent methodological and analytic approach that
uses election study data and primary sources to oﬀer a complete and cogent picture of this complex phenomenon as can only found
by examining the attitudes and behaviors of the most powerful of democratic participants: the voters. Television Eﬀects and the
1989 Brazilian Presidential Election in Comparative Perspective Comparing Party System Change Routledge This volume
examines the recent changes which have occurred in party systems across Europe. It concludes that parties in many countries are no
longer bare reﬂections of traditional social groups. Rather, the structure in which parties compete is increasingly open and ﬂexible,
and subject to on-going change. The combination of comparative and individual case-studies provides strong evidence that political
parties remain a potent, if changing, force in politics throughout Europe. The Oxford Handbook of Israeli Politics and Society
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Oxford University Press, USA "Few countries receive as much attention as Israel and are at the same time as misunderstood. The
Oxford Handbook of Israeli Politics and Society brings together leading Israeli and international ﬁgures to oﬀer the most wide-ranging
treatment available of an intriguing country. It serves as a comprehensive reference for the growing ﬁeld of Israel studies and is also a
signiﬁcant resource for students and scholars of comparative politics, recognizing that in many ways Israel is not unique, but rather a
test case of democracy in deeply divided societies and states engaged in intense conﬂict. The handbook presents an overview of the
historical development of Israeli democracy through chapters examining the country's history, contemporary society, political
institutions, international relations, and most pressing political issues. It outlines the most relevant developments over time while not
shying away from the strife both in and around Israel. It presents opposed narratives in full force, enabling readers to make their own
judgments"-- The Process of Politics A Comparative Approach Routledge The successful teaching of an introductory course in
comparative politics or comparative government--as any instructor will agree involves the presentation of information organized
around a coherent framework. Therefore, to be eﬀective, a textbook must provide an articulate, methodical structure that no clariﬁes
basic information but also makes it relevant and vital for the student. The Process of Politics is just such a book carefully chosen
material; intellectual coherence and stylistic clarity are the prime characteristics of this core volume in comparative politics. Here, the
signiﬁcant data of comparative research are tied in with the continuing study of political systems. Throughout, a wealth of substantive
material illustrates the author's theoretical perspective, so that while concentrating on existing cross-national relations and behavior
patterns, the student discovers both the unique qualities of a given political system and the shared patterns common to all political
systems. The Process of Politics can be adapted to any preferred method of instruction. For example, with a country-by-country
approach, it can be used as an introduction to the overall ﬁeld and the ﬁndings it presents can serve as models against which politics
in each country may be compared. Similarly, instructors who choose the functional approach can use the book to introduce the
primary governmental functions as they are performed in various political settings. The Process of Politics stimulates the student's
interest in the comparative approach by emphasizing the characteristics of sound research, examining the potentialities and
deﬁciencies of structural functionalism, and demonstrating the need for greater integration of research in this exciting and rapidly
growing area. The Unsolid South Mass Politics and National Representation in a One-Party Enclave Princeton University
Press During the Jim Crow era, the Democratic Party dominated the American South, presiding over a racially segregated society while
also playing an outsized role in national politics. In this compelling book, Devin Caughey provides an entirely new understanding of
electoral competition and national representation in this exclusionary one-party enclave. Challenging the notion that the Democratic
Party’s political monopoly inhibited competition and served only the Southern elite, he demonstrates how Democratic primaries—even
as they excluded African Americans—provided forums for ordinary whites to press their interests. Focusing on politics during and after
the New Deal, Caughey shows that congressional primary elections eﬀectively substituted for partisan competition, in part because
the spillover from national party conﬂict helped compensate for the informational deﬁcits of elections without party labels. Caughey
draws on a broad range of historical and quantitative evidence, including archival materials, primary election returns, congressional
voting records, and hundreds of early public opinion polls that illuminate ideological patterns in the Southern public. Defying the
received wisdom, this evidence reveals that members of Congress from the one-party South were no less responsive to their
electorates than members from states with true partisan competition. Reinterpreting a critical period in American history, The Unsolid
South reshapes our understanding of the role of parties in democratic theory and sheds critical new light on electoral politics in
authoritarian regimes. Checkbook Elections? Political Finance in Comparative Perspective Oxford University Press Money is
essential to the functioning of electoral politics, yet regulating its appropriate use raises complex and controversial challenges in
countries around the world. Both long-established democracies and emerging economies have been continually plagued by problems
of ﬁnancial malfeasance, graft, corruption, and cronyism. To throw new light on these important challenges, this book addresses three
related questions: (1) what types of public policies are commonly used in attempts to regulate the role of money in politics?, (2) what
triggers landmark ﬁnance reforms? and, (3) above all, what works, what fails, and why - when countries implement reforms?
Checkbook Elections? presents an original theory for understanding policies regulating political ﬁnance, reﬂecting the degree to which
laws are laissez-faire or guided by state intervention. Each chapter is written by an area specialist and collectively cover longestablished democracies as well as hybrid regimes, aﬄuent post-industrial societies (Sweden, the United States, Britain, and Japan),
major emerging economies (Russia, Brazil, and South Africa) and developing societies (India and Indonesia). Elections in Africa A
Data Handbook OUP Oxford Elections have always been an integral part of post-independence African politics and have assumed
utmost importance in the course of recent democratisation processes. However, comparative research on the political development in
Africa lacks reliable electoral data. Elections in Africa ﬁlls this cap. The handbook is the only reliable source for African elections from
independence to present. In the ﬁrst volume of this series, Elections in Africa presents a country-by-country study of African nations
that provides a comparative introduction on elections and electoral systems. Each country chapter examines the history of the
institutional and electoral arrangements, the evolution of suﬀrage and current electoral provisions. Precise and exhaustive data on
national elections and referendums are presented comparatively. The book provides a deﬁnitive and comprehensive set of data on
elections and electoral systems in order to facilitate comparative research. Data is presented in a systematic manner allowing for both
historical and cross-national comparisons. Handbook of Political Party Funding Edward Elgar Publishing Scrutinizing a relatively
new ﬁeld of study, the Handbook of Political Party Funding assesses the basic assumptions underlying the research, presenting an
unequalled variety of case studies from diverse political ﬁnance systems. Handbook of Party Politics SAGE ′This thoughtful and
wide-ranging review of parties and party research contains contributions from many of the foremost party scholars and is a must for
all library shelves′ - Richard Luther, Keele University ′The study of political parties has never been livelier and this genuinely
international Handbook – theoretically rich, comparatively informed, and focused on important questions – deﬁnes the ﬁeld. This
volume is both an indispensable summary of what we know and the starting point for future research′ - R K Carty, University of British
Columbia ′Political parties are ubiquitous, but their forms and functions vary greatly from regime to regime, from continent to
continent, and from era to era. The Handbook of Party Politics captures this variation and richness in impressive ways. The editors
have assembled an excellent team, and the scope of the volume is vast and intriguing′ - Kaare Strom, University of California, San
Diego Political parties are indispensable to democracy and a central subject of research and study in political science around the
world. This major new handbook is the ﬁrst to comprehensively map the state-of-the-art in contemporary party politics scholarship.
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The Handbook is designed to: - provide an invaluable survey of the major theories and approaches in this dynamic area of study and
research - give students and researchers a concise ′road map′ to the core literatures in all the sub-ﬁelds of party related theorizing
and research - identify the theories, approaches and topics that deﬁne the current ′cutting edge′ of the ﬁeld. The Handbook is
comparative in overall approach but also addresses some topics to be addressed in nationally or regionally speciﬁc ways. The
resulting collaboration has brought together the world′s leading party theorists to provide an unrivalled resource on the role of parties
in the pressing contemporary problems of institutional design and democratic governance today. Women, Men, and Elections
Policy Supply and Gendered Voting Behaviour in Western Democracies Routledge "Women, Men, and Elections sheds new
light on gendered political behaviour by analysing the relationship between policy supply and gender gaps in vote choice across
elections in the US, Canada, Australia, New Zealand, and multiple Western European countries. Rosalind Shorrocks argues that the
electoral context, and speciﬁcally policy supply, is associated with the ways in which vote choice at election time is gendered. Using
data from the Comparative Study of Electoral Systems and the Comparative Manifesto Project, Shorrocks ﬁnds that the extent to
which men and women diﬀer in their vote choice is contingent on the policy choices parties oﬀer to voters. Women and men respond
to party policy positions in ways that are linked to both their gender and their socioeconomic position, producing variation in gendered
political behaviour across elections, across countries, and across subgroups in society. Women, Men, and Elections oﬀers a much
needed fresh perspective on our understanding of political behaviour, representation, and party competition. It serves as an excellent
supplementary text for students and scholars of comparative politics, gender and politics, and political behaviour"-- Routledge
International Handbook on Electoral Debates Routledge This Handbook is the ﬁrst major work to comprehensively map state-ofthe-art scholarship on electoral debates in comparative perspective. Leading scholars and practitioners from around the world
introduce a core theoretical and conceptual framework to understand this phenomenon and point to promising directions for new
research on the evolution of electoral debates and the practical considerations that diﬀerent country-level experiences can oﬀer.
Three indicators to help analyze electoral debates inform this Handbook: the level of experience of each country in the realization of
electoral debates; geopolitical characteristics linked to political inﬂuence; and democratic stability and electoral competitiveness.
Chapters with examples from the Americas, Europe, Africa and the Middle East, Asia and Oceania add richness to the volume. Each
chapter: Traces local historical, constitutive relationships between traditional forms of electoral debates and contexts of their
emergence; Compares and critiques diﬀerent perspectives regarding the function of debates on democracy; Probes, discusses and
evaluates recent and emergent theoretical resources related to campaign debates in light of a particular local experience; Explores
and assesses new or neglected local approaches to electoral debates in a changing media landscape where television is no longer the
dominant form of political communication; Provides a prospective analysis regarding the future challengers for electoral debates. The
Routledge International Handbook on Electoral Debates will set the agenda for scholarship on the political communication for years to
come. Party Reform The Causes, Challenges, and Consequences of Organizational Change Oxford University Press Party
Reform is a new comparative study of the politics of party organization. The book provides a novel perspective in party scholarship
and develops the concept of 'reform' as distinct from evolutionary and incremental processes of party change. As an outcome, reform
is captured in deliberate and often very public changes to parties' organizational rules and processes. As a process, it oﬀers a party
the opportunity to 're-brand' and publicly alter its image, to emphasize certain strategic priorities over others, and to alter
relationships of power within the party. Analyzing the last ten years of party reform across a handful of established democracies
including Australia, the United Kingdom, Canada and Germany, the book examines what motivates political parties to undertake
organizational reforms and how they go about this process. Party Reform reveals how parties' perceptions of the social trends in which
they operate shape reform agendas, and how this relates to competitive demands and pressures from within the party for
organizational change. In addition to the motivations for reform, the book is equally concerned with the process of reform. The book
demonstrates that declining party memberships have had a fundamental eﬀect on the way in which political parties 'sell'
organizational reform: as part of a broader rhetoric of democratization, of re-engagement, and of modernization delivered to diverse
audiences - both internal and external to the party. The chapters focus particularly on four key reform initiatives that begin to blur the
traditional boundaries of party: the introduction of primaries, the changing meaning of party membership, issues-based online policy
development, and community organizing campaigns. Using these cutting-edge developments as primary examples, this book provides
a framework for understanding why, and how, reforms occur, and what the consequences might be - in terms of how we think about
modern political parties as vehicles for participation and representation. Comparative Politics is a series for researchers, teachers, and
students of political science that deals with contemporary government and politics. Global in scope, books in the series are
characterised by a stress on comparative analysis and strong methodological rigour. The series is published in association with the
European Consortium for Political Research. For more information visit: www.ecprnet.eu. The series is edited by Emilie van Haute,
Professor of Political Science, Universite libre de Bruxelles; Ferdinand Muller-Rommel, Director of the Center for the Study of
Democracy, Leuphana University; and Susan Scarrow, Chair of the Department of Political Science, University of Houston. Radical
Right Parties in Central and Eastern Europe Mainstream Party Competition and Electoral Fortune Routledge In Central and
Eastern Europe, radical right actors signiﬁcantly impact public debates and mainstream policy agenda. But despite this high discursive
inﬂuence, the electoral fortune of radical right parties in the region is much less stable. It has been suggested that this may be due to
the fact that mainstream competitors increasingly co-opt issues which are fundamental for the radical right. However, the extent to
which such tactics play a role in radical right electoral success and failure is still a subject for debate. This book is the ﬁrst to provide a
systematic theoretical framework and in-depth empirical research on the interaction between discursive inﬂuence, party competition
and the electoral fortune of radical right parties in Central and Eastern Europe. It argues that in order to fully explain the impact of
mainstream party strategies in this regard, it is vital to widen the analysis beyond competition over issues themselves, and towards
their various legitimizing narratives and frame ownership. Up-to-date debates over policies of collective identity (minority, morality
and nationalizing politics) in Hungary, Poland, and Slovakia serve as best cases to observe these under-researched phenomena. The
analytical model is evaluated comparatively using original, primary data combined with election studies and expert surveys.
Advancing an innovative, ﬁne-grained approach on the mechanisms and eﬀects of party competition between radical right and
mainstream parties, this book will be of interest to students and scholars researching the far right and European party politics, as well
as political contestation and framing. The Oxford Handbook of Political Representation in Liberal Democracies Oxford
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University Press, USA "How can democracies eﬀectively represent citizens? The goal of this Handbook is to evaluate comprehensively
how well the interests and preferences of mass publics become represented by institutions in liberal democracies. It ﬁrst explores how
the idea and institutions of liberal democracies were formed over centuries and became enshrined in Western political systems. The
contributors to this Handbook, made up of the world's leading scholars on the various aspects of political representation, examine how
well the political elites and parties who are charged with the representation of the public interest meet their duties. Clearly,
institutions often fail to live up to their own representation goals. With this in mind, the contributors explore several challenges to the
way that the system of representation is organized in modern democracies. For example, actors such as parties and established elites
face rising distrust among electorates. Also, the rise of international problems such as migration and environmentalism suggests that
the focus of democracies on nation states may have to shift to a more international level. All told, this Handbook illuminates the
normative and functional challenges faced by representative institutions in liberal democracies"-- Party and Democracy The
Uneven Road to Party Legitimacy Oxford University Press Party and Democracy integrates philosophical, historical, and empirical
analyses in order to highlight the profound roots of the limited legitimation of parties in contemporary society. The parties' long
attempt to gain legitimacy per se, is ﬁrst analysed under a philosophical-historicalperspective pinpointing the crucial passages in the
acceptance of the party both theoretically and empirically. The book illustrates the process through which parties ﬁrst emerged and
then achieved full legitimacy in the early decades of the 20th century, and it shows how, paradoxically, their rolebecame absolute in
the totalitarian regimes of the interwar period where the party became hyper-powerful.The book suggests that, in the post-war period,
parties shifted from a golden age of positive reception by public opinion and organizational development towards a more diﬃcult
relationship with society as long as it moved into post-industrialism. Parties were unable to master societal change andthus went
towards the state to recover resources they were no longer able to extract from their constituencies. Therefore, parties have become
richer and more powerful thanks to their interpenetration into the state, but they have paid for their pervasive presence in the society
and the state with adeclining legitimacy. The party today is caught in a dramatic contradiction. It has become a sort of Leviathan with
clay feet: very powerful thanks to the resources it gets from the state and to its control of the societal and state sphere due to an
extension of clientelistic and patronagepractices; but very weak in terms of legitimacy and conﬁdence in the eyes of the mass public.
However, it is argued that there is still no alternative to the party, and the volume analyses hypotheses concerning the advancement
of party democracy. Voting for Democracy Watershed Elections in Contemporary Anglophone Africa Routledge First
published in 1999, the essays in this book examine the context and conduct of a series of watershed elections held in Anglophone
Africa in the ﬁrst half of the 1990s. These elections crystallized a wider process of democratization, underway in much of sub-Saharan
Africa during the last decade, in which attempts were made to shift from various forms of authoritarian rule (colonial or racial
oligarchies, military regimes, one-party states, or presidential rule) to pluralist parliamentary politics. This volume brings together for
the ﬁrst time, studies of these events in countries sharing a comparable legacy of British colonialism, an acquaintance with the
Westminster constitutional tradition and related experiences of decolonization and democratic struggle. Written from a variety of
perspectives by contributors with ﬁrst-hand knowledge and long experience of research in Africa, the papers situate each election in
its wider political context, examining the political forces at work and the events which gave rise to reform. All indicate that, despite
Western pressure for reform and the inﬂuence of the collapse of the Soviet Bloc in Eastern Europe, internal African demands for
democracy provided the primary driving force for change. Not all the elections fulﬁlled the hopes invested in them. In Nigeria, they
were annulled before all the votes had been counted. In Kenya, the disarray of the opposition ensured the return to power of the old
order. Even where they produced a successful regime transition, the democratic credentials of the new governments were sometimes
seriously ﬂawed. Yet for all these limitations, these watershed elections signalled important progress for African democracy. They
brought a formal end to colonial rule in Namibia and to three centuries of racial discrimination in South Africa. They brought changes
of government through the ballot box in Zambia and Malawi, among the ﬁrst instances in Africa of such change being accomplished
without the use of force. Above all, they provided African electorates with an opportunity to pass judgement on long-serving
authoritarian regimes – with unequivocal results: in every case, when given the chance to vote, Africans voted for democracy. A
Diﬀerent Democracy American Government in a 31-Country Perspective Yale University Press Four distinguished scholars in
political science analyze American democracy from a comparative point of view, exploring how the U.S. political system diﬀers from
that of thirty other democracies and what those diﬀerences ultimately mean for democratic performance. This essential text
approaches the following institutions from a political engineering point of view: constitutions, electoral systems, and political parties,
as well as legislative, executive, and judicial power. The text looks at democracies from around the world over a two-decade time
frame. The result is not only a fresh view of the much-discussed theme of American exceptionalism but also an innovative approach to
comparative politics that treats the United States as but one case among many. An ideal textbook for both American and comparative
politics courses. Political Leaders Beyond Party Politics Springer This book studies party leaders from selection to postpresidency. Based on data covering a large set of Western countries, and focusing on the trends of personalisation of politics, the
volume is one of the ﬁrst empirical investigations into how party leaders are elected, how long they stay in oﬃce, and whether they
enter and guide democratic governments. It also provides novel data on how leaders end their career in a broad and diverse range of
business activities. Topics covered include political leaders’ increasing autonomy, their reinforcement of popular legitimation, often
through the introduction of direct election by party rank and ﬁle, and their grip on party organization. The book will appeal to students
and scholars interested in political parties, political leadership, the transformation of democracy, and comparative politics.
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